
Save Time - Whether it is new business or renewals, get to 
all the markets quickly. Enter submission data once, and 
send it to multiple insurers simultaneously, electronically. 
Integrated E-Mail and PDF generator also allows you to 
send the same submission directly to other carriers as well.

Easy to Use - Four screens guide you logically through the 
submission information, and are filled with work-saving 

features like airport, aircraft and zip code databases which 
will save you time and help to prevent errors. AeroQuote’s 

index screen puts all of your quoting activity in a single, 
convenient location, and lets you return to any quote 

whenever you wish.

Ready to Run - AeroQuote requires almost no training. It’s 
just like the way you have been getting quotes for years, but 

better and faster.  Buy it today, use it today.

On-Premises or Cloud... It’s YOUR Choice! - Utilize 
AeroQuote’s cloud database service and quote from 
anywhere... in the office or on the road. All backed by a 
secure, encrypted, and redundant service. Or... keep your 
own data within your own network and never worry about 
Internet downtime interrupting your business.



55 Abbey Road
Glastonbury, CT 06033-6106

http://www.aerosoft.biz
860.673.8951

Maintained and Updated - Our team is continually monitoring the requirements of each insurer, and updating 
AeroQuote as needed.  Whenever updates are required, AeroQuote will self-update quickly and transparently. 
 

18 years... that’s how long 
AeroQuote has been 

increasing productivity for its 
users.

All this, backed by an 
experienced team.  

AeroQuote was created 
through a partnership of 
Omnitrend Software, Inc., a 
proven developer of specialty 
software with over 40 years in 
the business with customers 
such as American Airlines and Disney... and Sutton James, Inc., a veteran aviation insurance specialist. 

For further information and pricing, please call Tom Carbone at 860.673.8951

Soft

Watch as thirteen on-line quotes 
are simultaneously submitted.  
You can even request quotes 

with alternate liability and 
medical limits.  AeroQuote 

will automatically submit and 
return results for each quote 

alternative.

Renewals are a snap. Our 
dashboard groups available 
renewals by date, and color-

codes renewals that are yet to be 
worked. You can even batch the 
day’s renewals and send them 

all simultaneously with a single 
click!


